DROPPED PRONOUN GENERATION FOR DIALOGUE MACHINE TRANSLATION
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ABSTRACT
Dropped pronoun (DP) is a common problem in dialogue machine translation, in which pronouns are frequently dropped
in the source sentence and thus are missing in its translation.
In response to this problem, we propose a novel approach to
improve the translation of DPs for dialogue machine translation. Firstly, we build a training data for DP generation,
in which the DPs are automatically added according to the
alignment information from a parallel corpus. Then we model
the DP generation problem as a sequence labelling task, and
develop a generation model based on recurrent neural networks and language models. Finally, we apply the DP generator to machine translation task by completing the source
sentences with the missing pronouns. Experimental results
show that our approach achieves a significant improvement
of 1.7 BLEU points by recalling possible DPs in the source
sentences.
Index Terms— Machine Translation, Dialogue, Dropped
Pronoun.

Fig. 1. Examples of dropped pronouns in a parallel dialogue
corpus. The Chinese pronouns in the brackets are missing.
translated appropriately, even with the state-of-the-art translation models. While this problem has motivated significant
research in the field of natural language processing (NLP),
the integration of those outputs (e.g., co-reference resolution
(CR)) into machine translation has been lacking, even the recent wave of work on SMT has not touched this obstacle. In
this paper, we propose a novel approach to crack the barrier
of DP translation by recalling possible DPs in the source sentences. To this end,

1. INTRODUCTION
A pro-drop language is a language in which certain classes of
pronouns are omitted. For example, Chinese is a pro-drop language in which the nominal is frequently missing [1], while
English is a not pro-drop language [2]. In the discourse translation from Chinese into English, pronouns as the anaphors
are frequently dropped in the source language. Take Figure 1
as an example, the Chinese objects 它 (”it”), 我 (”I”), and
你 (”you”) are eliminated in the sentences. We further validate this finding by analysing a large Chinese-English dialogue corpus.1 We find that there are 7.8M Chinese pronouns
and 9.2M English pronouns, which denotes that 1.4M Chinese pronouns are missing in this parallel corpus.
These omissions may not be problems for humans as people can easily recall the missing pronouns from the context.
However, this does not hold in statistical machine translation (SMT) scenario, since most missing pronouns fail to be
1 We extract more than 6 million quotes pairs from about 5,000 movies or
TV episodes.
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1. Given a parallel corpus, we use the source side as the
training data for DP generation, which is automatically
annotated with DPs by projecting aligned pronouns at
the target side. We believe this is the first work on recovering DPs by using parallel corpus.
2. With the DP-inserted corpus, we propose a two-phase
DP generation approach. First, we employ a sequence
labelling model based on recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) to predict the positions and the categories of
DPs in the source sentences. Second, we use another ngram language model trained on a larger data to select
the best DP candidate.
3. Finally, we apply the DP generator to dialogue machine translation by: 1) training an additional translation model on the DP-inserted corpus; 2) completing
the input sentences with the pronouns generated from
the DP generation model, before feeding them to the
translation system.
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Experimental results on a Chinese-English dialogue translation task show that the proposed approach improves translation performance by 0.7 BLEU point using the additional
translation model trained on the DP-inserted corpus. It
achieves a further improvement of 1.0 BLEU point by completing the input sentences with the pronouns generated from
the DP generation model.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we describe related work on DP translation. In Section 3, we
present our approaches to build DP corpus, DP generator and
SMT integration. Section 4 reports the experimental results of
both DP generator and translation followed by a conclusion in
Section 5.
Fig. 3. Example of adding DPs using alignment results (i.e.,
blue blocks).

2. RELATED WORK
In linguistics and translation studies, DP is regarded as implication and its explictation is observed in translations between
European languages [3].
To incorporate implicit component translation in SMT,
such as discourse connectives [4, 5], zero pronouns [6] and
empty category [7, 8], a direct idea is to disambiguate implication categories before SMT training. Nagard and Koehn [9]
present a method to aid English pronoun translation into
French for SMT by integrating co-reference and unfortunately the results are not yet convincing due to the poor
performance of the co-reference system. Taira et al. [10]
propose both simple rule-based and manual methods to add
zero pronouns at source side for Japanese–English translation. However, the BLEU scores of both systems are nearly
unchanged. It indicates that 1) only considering source side
and force inserting pronouns may be less principled than
tackling the problem head on by integrating it into the MT
itself. Hardmeier et al. [11] address the task of predicting
the correct French translations of 3rd-person subject pronouns in English discourse based on neural networks. They
show that its performance is competitive with that of a system with separate anaphora resolution without requiring any
coreference-annotated training data. Chung and Gildea [12]
systematically examine effects of EC on MT with three methods: pattern, CRF (achieves best results) and Parsing. The
results show that this work can really improve the end translation even through the automatic prediction of EC is not
highly accurate.
Besides, some monolingual work on co-reference, zero
pronoun resolution and empty category recovering also inspire us on corpus annotation and DP prediction. Novak and
Zabokrtsky [13] begin to explore cross-language differences
in pronoun behavior to affect the CR results. They propose
a machine learning approach to cross-lingual CR focusing on
Czech pronouns. The experiment shows that bilingual feature
sets are helpful to CR. Some Chinese zero pronoun resolution
results are reported [14, 15, 6] based on small-scale, monolingual and general-domain training data. However, Chinese DP

generation for SMT in dialogue domain is not yet addressed.

3. METHOD
The architecture of our proposed method is shown in Figure 2.
It can be divided into three phases: DP training corpus annotation, DP generation and DP translation. Without loss of
generality, from here on, we use Chinese as an example of
pro-drop language.

3.1. DP Training Corpus Annotation
Alignments tend to occur near the diagonal, when considering the alignments as a binary I × J matrix with the cell at
(i, j) be whether an alignment exists between source word i
and target word j. For instance, in Figure 3, these alignment
blocks follow the diagonal line. Therefore, the pronoun “my”
(i = 7) in English side can be projected to an approximate
area in Chinese side by considering the ahead and following
alignment blocks (i.e., “preparing-准备” (i = 4, j = 3) and
“life-一辈子” (i = 9, j = 5)) along the diagonal line. With
this heuristic method, the red block is predicted as the potential area for the corresponding DP in Chinese side. The Chinese DP is the translation of “my”, which is usually unique
(in this case it is “我的”).
However, there is still two positions to insert “DP-MY”
(i.e., “我 已经 准备 DP-MY 了 一辈子 了” or “我 已经 准
备 了 DP-MY 一辈子 了”). To further determine the exact
position, we generate possible sentences with inserting corresponding Chinese DP into every possible position. Then we
employ a large language model to score these candidates and
select the one with lowest perplexity as the final result. Finally, a DP-inserted Chinese monolingual corpus is built for
our DP generator training.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of proposed method.
• DP-ins. TM. We train an additional translation model
(TM) on the new parallel corpus, whose source side is
inserted with DPs derived from the target side via alignment matrix (Section 3.1).

3.2. DP Generation
The DP generation approach is two-phase: DP position and
category prediction, and DP generation.
For DP position and category classification, we regard it
as a sequence labelling task. The input is the sentence consisting of a sequence of words, and the output is a sequence
of tags, one for each word. In this work, we use the tag set
{NULL, PE, PO, RE}, which denotes none, personal, possessive and reflexive DP.2 In the light of the recent success of
applying deep neural network technologies in NLP [16, 17],
for this task we use Elman-type RNN that can be represented
by
ht

= s(Uwt + Wht−1 )

(1)

yt

= g(Vht )

(2)

where s(·) and g(·) are sigmoid and softmax functions respectively, and U, W, and V are the corresponding weight matrices between layers. The input vocabulary consists of words
while output vocabulary consists of tags. More specifically,
we follow [16] to employ a word-context window to capture
short-term dependencies and use backward-forward models
to capture long-term dependencies.
Once we obtain the position and category, the next step is
to predict exact DP. For example, if the DP category is PO,
the DP candidates are 我的 (”my”), 你的 (”your”), 我们的
(”our”) etc. We use an n-gram language model trained on a
larger DP-inserted data to select the best DP candidate. Acutally, we tried to directly generate DPs with the RNN-based
model, but obtained worse performance in a pilot study.
3.3. Integrating into Translation
The improvement of DP translation is two fold, as shown in
Figure 2:

• DP-gen. Input. For the input sentences that have
no aligned references to automatically insert DPs, we
use the DP generator to generate possible DPs (Section 3.2). This makes the input sentences and DP-ins.
TM be more consistent in terms of recalling DPs.
Beside, we build two more systems for comparison. Baseline.
The baseline system uses the original parallel corpus and input sentences without inserting/generating DPs. Oracle. The
oracle system uses input sentences with manually annotated
DPs.
4. EXPERIMENTS
We carry out our experiments using an open-source system of
the phrase-based model – Moses [18] on a Chinese-English
dialogue translation tasks. Our training data contains 137,292
sentence pairs extracted from the movie subtitle website.
We annotate the source side of the training data using the
approach described in Section 3.1. For building the DPinserted training data, we train a 5-gram language model on
the 2.13TB Web Page Collection (SogouT) Corpus3 using the
SRI Language Toolkit [19]. To obtain a good word alignment, we run GIZA++ [20] on the training data together
with another larger parallel dialogue corpus that contains 6M
sentence pairs4 . The RNN models are implemented using
the common Theano neural network toolkit [21]. We extract
parallel sentences from 4 movie subtitles that contains 2,601
Chinese sentences. We use 1,301 of them as the development data, and the rest of them as the test data. Note that
both development and test data have only one reference. We
use minimum error rate training [22] to optimize the feature

2 If a word is tagged with PE, PO, or RE , a corresponding DP will be
inserted before this word.
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3 Available

at http://www.sogou.com/labs/dl/t-e.html.
http://dualsub.sourceforge.net/index.html.

4 Extracted from Dual subtitles:

DP
Position
+Category
+Pronoun

Data
Dev
Test
Dev
Test

P
0.91
0.87
0.80
0.76

R
0.83
0.79
0.77
0.72

F1
0.86
0.83
0.78
0.74

Systems
Baseline
+ DP-ins. TM
+ DP-gen. Input
Oracle

Table 1. Evaluation of DP generation quality.
weights. For evaluation, case-insensitive NIST BLEU [23] is
used to measure translation performance and F score is used
to measure DP generation quality.

4.2. Evaluation of Translation Quality
Table 2 summaries the results of translation performance with
different sources of DP information.
• Baseline. The baseline system uses the parallel corpus
and input sentences without inserting/generating DPs.
It achieves 19.57 and 17.66 in BLEU score on development and test data respectively. The BLEU scores are
relatively low because we have only one reference.
• +DP-ins. TM. By using an additional translation
model trained on the DP-inserted parallel corpus as
described in Section 3.1, we improves the performance
consistently on both development and test data. This
indicates that the assumption in Section 3.1 is reasonable and the inserted DPs are helpful for machine
translation.

Test set
17.66
18.32
19.34
20.98

Table 2. Evaluation of translation quality. “+ DP-ins. TM”
denotes using an additional translation model trained on the
DP-inserted training corpus, while “+ DP-gen. Input” denotes
further completing the input sentences with the pronouns generated from the DP generation model.
• +DP-gen. Input. We can further improve translation
performance by completing the input sentences with
the DP generation model as described in Section 3.2.
Working together with DP-ins. TM, we get the final
improvement of 2.0 and 1.7 BLEU points on development and test data respectively. The consistence between input sentences and DP-inserted parallel corpus
contributes most to the further improvement.

4.1. Evaluation of DP Generation Quality
In this section, we investigate the accuracy of the proposed
approach in generating DPs. We manually annotate central
pronouns on the development and test data.
We first check whether the DP annotating strategy in Section 3.1 is reasonable. To this end, we follow the strategy to
automatic label the development and test data with their references. The agreements between automatic labels and manual
labels are 93% and 89% on development and test data, respectively. This indicates that the automatic annotate strategy
is trustworthy.
We then measure the accuracies (in terms of words) of our
generation model in different phases: DP position and category prediction (“Position+Category”), and pronoun generation (“+Pronoun”). In “Position+Category”, we only consider
the tag for each word, while we also consider the exact pronoun for DPs. Table 1 lists the results. Remarkably, it has
high F1 scores of 78% and 73% for final pronoun generation
on development and test data, respectively. It demonstrates
that the pronouns generated from the DP generation model
are reliable to be used for end-to-end machine translation.

Dev Set
19.57
20.46
21.59
24.20

• Oracle. The oracle system uses input sentences with
manually annotated DPs rather than DP-gen. Input.
The performance gap between oracle and +DP-gen.
Input shows that there is still a large space of improvement for the DP generation model.

5. CONCLUSION
Motivated by the difference in pronoun usage between Chinese and English, we investigate the translation of DP given
the gold crosslingual DP annotation. Experiments show that
it is crucial to identify implicit DP that require explicitation
in order to improve DP translation. Analysis shows that insertion of DPs affects the decoder in a large context, which
improves the overall SMT performance. The future direction
of our work is on how to identify implicit DP in translation
with consideration in discourse structure analysis.
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